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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10113-10205
UNCLASSIFIED
SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: (REDACTED)

SUBJECT: (REDACTED)

ACTION: VIE (RED REDACTED) DIV, NOTIFIED 0015 12 SEP.

RE: CI, CR/EUS, F4, 03 2, S/C 2

IN 28524

SOTELLMAH DIA NA

CO: (REDACTED)

LAD BIANE LEFT HOTEL REPORT WITHOUT NOTIFYING CO. LEFT AQUAPULCO WITH

2 ND CHILDREN ACCORDING HOTEL CLERK. PAID BILL AND LEFT NO FORWARDING ADDRESS.

CONTACT CO LATER THE NAME AS "GUILLENDIO" EXCEPT

FELLOWSHIP OF HER RETURN. NO CAUSE

FELLOWSHIP

FINISHED

RE: CI

LATER INVESTIGATION WAS FURTHER DISCUSSION WITH CONSUL AND MR.

FEDERELC. CONSUL WAS REQUESTING CLEARANCE FROM NA and 09 SEPT VIA EXPRESS

973.